Passengers who wish to stay at Gateway House either the night before departure, (outbound) or when landing at RAF Brize Norton (inbound)

Reception is manned 24 hours for all queries/diary entries on 01993897320/954617320

- Please make a courtesy call to Gateway reception to have details of bed spaces required put into the flight diary, this is not a booking, but gives a 'heads up' of how many passengers to expect, and an opportunity to give any extra information that may be required.
- Delayed passengers - will always have priority for bed spaces.
- Rooms - are available from 16.00 hrs, and issued after an ID has been shown, and names checked against the relevant manifest. On very busy nights similar ranks may be asked to share.
- Families travelling - will be allocated interconnecting rooms, cots are also available for small infants.
- Indulgence passenger charges – Adults/over 16's - £7.50, children over 5 years - £3.75 per bed
- All passenger bags - need to be taken to your room, there are NO facilities to leave them anywhere else.
- Transport to the terminal - from Gateway House is normally provided 4 and half hours before flight departure, always check at reception for timings.
- Transport to the car hire – can be requested at Reception

- N.B. Personnel who are NOT flying but require accommodation for courses or any other reason, need to ring their respective messes to arrange their stay in a station room. OFFS MESS – 7147, SGTS MESS – 6030, JR’S MESS 7764/7146